1967 Spaceport News Summary
Followup From the Last Spaceport News Summary
Of note, the 1963, 1964 and 1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly. Starting with
the July 7, 1966, issue, the Spaceport News went to an every two week format. The
Spaceport News kept the two week format until the last issue on February 24, 2014.
Spaceport Magazine superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014. Spaceport
Magazine was a monthly issue, until the last and final issue, Jan./Feb. 2020.
The first issue of Spaceport News was December 13, 1962. The two 1962 issues and
the issues from 1996 forward are at this website, including the Spaceport Magazine.
All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport News Summary.

In the March 3, 1966, Spaceport News, there was an article about tool cribs. The
Spaceport News article mentioned “…“THE FIRST of 10 tool cribs to be installed and
operated at Launch Complex 39 has opened…”. The photo from the article is below.
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Today, Material Service Center 31 is on the 1st floor of the VAB, on the K, L side (west
side) of the building. If there were 10 tool cribs, as mentioned in the 1966 article, does
anyone know the story behind the numbering scheme? Tool crib #75?

From The January 6, 1967, Spaceport News
From page 1, “Launch Team Personnel Named”. A portion of the article reads “Key
launch team personnel for the manned flight of Apollo/Saturn 204 have been
announced. The 204 mission, to be launched from KSC’s Complex 34, will be the first in
which astronauts will fly the three-man Apollo spacecraft.
Launch Director for the flight will be Rocco A. Petrone. Paul Donnelly of KSC, who
served as test supervisor on both the 202 and 203 missions, will assume the duties of
launch operations manager… …George Page, spacecraft test conductor on 202, is test
supervisor for 204. Norm Carlson will be launch vehicle test conductor… …Test
conductor for the Apollo spacecraft is C. D. Gay…
…The flight crew for the mission will be headed by astronaut Virgil Grissom, veteran of
both Mercury and Gemini, who has been named command pilot. America's first
spacewalker, Edward White, will be senior pilot, and rookie Roger Chaffee will serve as
pilot.”
Looking ahead a little, from this nasa.gov site, “Jan. 27, 1967, tragedy struck on the
launch pad at Cape Kennedy during a preflight test for Apollo 204 (AS-204). The
mission was to be the first crewed flight of Apollo, and was scheduled to launch Feb. 21,
1967…
…In the spring of 1967, NASA's Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight, Dr.
George E. Mueller, announced that the mission originally scheduled for Grissom, White
and Chaffee would be known as Apollo 1, and said that the first Saturn V launch,
scheduled for November 1967, would be known as Apollo 4… …No missions or flights
were ever designated Apollo 2 or 3…”.
And from Wikipedia, “…the name Apollo 1, chosen by the crew, was made official
by NASA in their honor after the fire… …The Saturn IB launch vehicle for Apollo 1, SA204, was used for the first LM test flight, Apollo 5…”.

The caption for the photo on the following page is: “VISITORS to the Spaceport reached
record numbers during the holidays. On December 26, 2,615 people took advantage of
the daily escorted bus tours of the Center and Cape Kennedy. That new record lasted
one day, for on the 27th, 3,580 visitors were here. Then on Wednesday, the 28th,
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another high - 4,113 - was set, and on Thursday more than 4,500 toured. "This goes
beyond one's imagination," said one of the visitors in summing up what she had seen.”

On page 4, “High Bay 2 To Be Outfitted”. Part of the article reads “A recently awarded
construction project will ultimately give KSC the capability to erect and prepare three
Apollo/Saturn V space vehicles at the same time. The project consists of the basic
outfitting of a third high bay area in the Vehicle Assembly Building. On-site construction
work on High Bay 2 will begin during early January 1968, according to Project Engineer
John Conway of the Saturn V Facilities Branch. The scheduled completion date is the
first quarter of 1968…
…Five extensible work platforms with individual heights up to three stories, will be
installed in High Bay 2 "to provide access to essentially all parts of the launch vehicle
and spacecraft," said Conway… … This outfitting will extend to the 34th floor in the 525
foot-high VAB. In advance of this work, a $1.1 million contract was awarded to Otis
Elevator Company for installation of three high-rise elevators to service High Bay 2…”.
Looking ahead, High Bay 2 was used to stack Apollo 10, Apollo 13 and the actual
Skylab (Skylab 1). High Bay 2 was not used to stack the Space Shuttle. Most of the
Apollo vehicles were stacked in High Bays 1 and 3, and all the Shuttles were stacked in
those High Bays. High Bay 2 will be used to stack the Northrop Grumman OmegA
vehicle.
On page 6, “Space Has Opened Doors For Qualifed Women”. In part, the article reads
“"The Space Program has really opened the doors of opportunity in the technical field,
as far as women are concerned," says Janie Callahan, a mathematician in KSC's Flight
Safety Office… … Jane further contends that women have now been afforded the
opportunity to show their "stuff" in fields that were once considered a man's domain…
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…Since 1947, after graduating from Texas Christian University where she holds two
degrees in mathematics, Janie has been involved in the advanced fields of
technology… … A four year veteran at the Spaceport, she works for A. H. Moore, Chief
of Flight Safety, conducting orbit and trajectory studies on all the Saturn launch
vehicles…”.

“Janie Callahan”
On page 8.

“PARKING sites for 800 cars are but one of the many features of the interim Visitor Information
Center to be opened at the Spaceport by next July. The $1.1 million facility will be located five
miles east of U. S. 1 off the NASA Causeway. Two buildings, shown above in an artist's
concept, will contain two auditoriums with a combined seating capacity of 500, restrooms, snack
bar, waiting area for bus tour patrons, space exhibitions, ticket sales area and other facilities.
Escorted bus tours which now begin and end at Gate 3 will originate and terminate at the Visitor
Center once it has been completed and opened to the public.”
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From The January 19, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1.

“AEROSPACE technicians in the Vehicle Assembly Building’s High Bay One, appear to be in for
a tight squeeze. Actually, Apollo spacecraft was being lowered for mating with third stage of the
first flight version of Apollo/Saturn V, vehicle 501. Checkout tests on 501’s stages are
continuing.”

Vehicle 501 (AS-501) would be designated and known as Apollo 4.

From page 5

“WITH the launch of the first manned Apollo/uprated Saturn I nearing, KSC is coming
more and more into the national news spotlight. Last week camera crews from NBC
television filmed an interview with Center Launch Director Rocco Petrone conducted by
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newsman Jay Barbree. Petrone outlined the differences between the Gemini launch
vehicle and the uprated Saturn I. He also described how the Apoll countdown will run,
talked about weather as a flight factor, and explained what launch crews will be doing
between now and liftoff time.
On page 8, “Debus Recalls Early Launch Days: Leaky Roof, Snakes, Circus Troupe”.
This is a neat article! In part, the article reads “Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus delighted a
packed house of Air Force Wives Club members last week with a talk about the early
days of Cape Canaveral. He spoke at the Patrick AFB Officers Club.
"Dr. Hans Gruene (now KSC Director of Launch Vehicle Operations) and I drove down
here from Huntsville, Alabama, for the first time in 1952," Dr. Debus said. "We were to
look over the launch site for the initial Redstone missile flight. "At Cocoa we drove east
over a dreadful wooden bridge and came out the causeway to nothing. There were no
houses. Cocoa Beach consisted principally of a traffic light. At Patrick there were only a
few temporary buildings." Dr. Debus said he and Dr. Gruene then drove north to the
Cape and found the lighthouse, an old rickety fishing pier, and a launch pad under
construction. "When the first Redstone arrived, our launch team came in like a circus
troupe. We shipped the missile to Melbourne by railroad. There were about 30 members
of the team…
…"We bought an old oil derrick and converted it, and this was being put up at the same
time we were readying the Redstone. I think the derrick cost about $360,000. Today we
would pay that much just for the design of a service structure." The team shared
quarters at the Cape with others, working on the Snark, and when they revved up the
Snark's engines, no one could hear anything. The roof leaked and after every rain desks
and other equipment were soaked. And, the Center Director emphasized, there were
plenty of rattlesnakes and a tremendous amount of mosquitoes…
…Following this presentation, Dr. Debus answered a list of questions posed by the Air
Force wives. He was first asked to what extent Robert Goddard's writings and work
influenced the development of the German V-2 rocket. Dr. Debus explained that V-2
development was done separately to Goddard's work and was thus not influenced by
it… …At the close of the talk, Dr. Debus was presented with a pair of gold cuff links by
Mrs. Vincent G. Huston, wife of the Air Force Eastern Test Range Commander, and he
was asked if he would like to personally go on one of the space flight missions. "Yes, I
would," he answerered.”

From The February 3, 1967, Spaceport News
From page 1, “204 Board Continuing Investigation”. Part of the article reads “The ninman Apollo 204 Review Board, headed by Dr. Floyd Thompson, Director of NASA’s
Langley Research Center, is continuing its investigation today into the accident January
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27 that took the lives of Virgil Grissom, Edward White and Roger Chaffee… …The
board has impounded all technical data concerning Apollo 204, and is now carefully
evaluating it. Members of the board have examined the scene of the accident in the
white room atop the service structure at Launch Complex 34. Wednesday, crews
dismantled the Launch Escape tower and removed forward heat shields and certain
ordnance items in the 204 command module…
…Wednesday night, the Apollo 014 spacecraft, originally scheduled for the nowcancelled Apollo/Saturn 205 mission, was flown from its manufacturing point in Downey,
California, where it had been in boned storage, to the Cape. It was taken to the
Pyrotechnic Installation Building at KSC where it is available to the board, in case they
decide it should be dismantled to help in their investigation.”
Also on page 1.
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From The February 16, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Apollo 4 Review Board Continues Investigation”. In part, the article reads
“The Apollo 204 Review Board today is continuing its investigation of the accidental fire
January 27 that claimed the lives of astronauts Virgil Grissom, Edward White and Roger
Chaffee. During the past week, the board has received preliminary progress summaries
from the 21 work panels concerned with the scope of the investigation…
…Checkout of Spacecraft 012 at Launch Complex 34 has been continuing. Some
components and equipment have been removed from the cabin and taken to the
Pyrotechnic Installation Building… …The 204 Command Module is expected to be
taken down and moved to the PIB tomorrow… …The board meets daily in the Manned
Spacecraft Operations Building. Normally, sessions are held in the morning, and
executive sessions in the afternoon…”.

From The March 2, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “204 Board Reconvenes, Report Due'”. Part of the article reads “The Apollo
204 Review Board reconvened yesterday to continue the investigation of the accident
January 27 at Launch Complex 34. The Board recessed last week so three members…
…could accompany Deputy NASA Administrator Dr. Robert C. Seamans as he
presented the third interim report to Administrator James E. Webb… …At KSC the
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Board is continuing work which will lead to the preparation of a final report. It will take
several weeks to complete… …detailed disassembly of the 204 spacecraft continues in
the Pyrotechnic Installation Building…”.
On page 4, “VAB Evacuation Test Empties Building”. A portion of the article reads
“When the fire alarm sounded, at 9:45 sharp on the morning of February 17, the "shelter
of the giants" was swiftly evacuated. This was the first fire evacuation drill in the huge
Vehicle Assembly Building, the assembly and checkout facility for Apollo-Saturn V
space vehicles. The 52-story structure was evacuated by some 2,000 employees in 25
minutes according to KSC's Industrial Safety Office… …Personnel were evacuated from
as high as the 31st level in the 525-foot-high building, which contains 129 million cubic
feet of space. Nineteen stairway exits were used in the evacuation. There were no
medical emergencies…
…Wardens were assigned to each level in the VAB. They briefed handicapped workers
and others on evacuation procedures… …and cleared each floor. The wardens turned
in checkoff rosters to monitors stationed at the bottom of each stairwell…”.

“HUNDREDS of KSC and contractor employees filed out of the VAB in an orderly fashion,
following, the fire drill alarm. Safety officials termed' it a successful test.”

The LCC is on the right in the above photo. There is no VAB perimeter fence, as there
is today. And lots of people are congregating close to the VAB; the first evacuation test!
On page 6, “HEADQUARTERS PACT”. In part, the article reads “A $2,390,750 contract
has been awarded to H. J. Construction Co., of Orlando, Fla., to expand the KSC
Headquarters Building. Expansion of the building will consist of an L-shaped, three-story
wing on the east and west ends of the building. When completed in March 1968, the
wings will provide an additional 120,000 square feet of working space…”.
On page 7, “Beam Cleaners Have No Fear Of Heights”. A portion of the article reads “A
specially trained team of about a dozen men are currently doing a job in the Vehicle
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Assembly Building that an average person might say he wouldn't do for a million dollars.
They are members of the exclusive "beam - cleaning team," which inspects and cleans
the thousands of exposed steel beams that form the VAB's framework. Working their
way along these narrow steel girders, sometimes as high as 500 feet above the
concrete floor, they eliminate potential safety hazards - trash and debris left behind
when VAB construction was completed…
… Each worker takes part in a special training course designed to acclimate him to
heights, give him confidence in his safety equipment and practice in rescue efforts that
might be used to help return one of his members to a solid footing should he slip. Part of
the training took place at the timber tower where Gemini spacecraft and Agena target
vehicles were tested for radar compatibility. Each man climbed to about the 50-foot level
on the tower, donned a special harness connected to a nylon rope slide, and leaped off
the side of the tower to make a quick, yet safely controlled descent to the ground.

“DANGLING midway between ground and top of 50 foot timber tower on Merritt Island, VAB
beam cleaner Jack Barker practices lowering techniques--part of the safety training needed for
his job.”
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On page 8.

From The March 30, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 3, the caption for the following photos is “ACTIVITY is picking up in the Vehicle
Assembly Building now that the "booster stage for the Apollo/Saturn V 502 launch
vehicle has arrived. It has been placed into, a high bay adjacent to where the 501 is
currently undergoing checkout.”
AS-501 is better known as Apollo 4 and AS-502 is better known as Apollo 6.
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On page 6, “KSC Chorus Rehearsing For Spring Appearances”. In part, the article
reads “A musical program blending popular favorites and show tunes, old and new, is in
rehearsal by the KSC Chorus for a series of Spring public appearances. George
…”Robb was reelected chairman of the chorus at a recent meeting of the group's Board
of directors. Sam Mayo, NASA, was named co-chairman, replacing Crickett Platt…
…Chorus members will wear colorful maroon blazers this season and portable risers
and acoustical shells have been purchased. The KSC Chorus is under the musical
direction of Arthur Benington. It's activities are financed by the Kennedy Athletic,
Recreation and Social Council.”
On page 7, “FIELD TRIP PROVES POPULAR”. Part of the article reads “For 150 fourth
graders of Titusville's Whispering Hills Elementary School, the urge "to get away from it
all" came true recently when they were treated to a five-hour field trip to the Merritt
Island National Wildlife Refuge. Accompanied by their teachers and Refuge Manager
Curtis Wilson and his assistants, the kids supplemented their studies with a first-hand
look at nature in the raw. "Those kids really enjoyed the outing," Wilson said it was their
first real experience with nature and they saw a lot of things they've never seen before.
The planned activities included a demonstration of the air boat and its uses in wildlife
operations. Later, the kids were divided into three groups and hiked down the mosquito
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control dikes where they had an opportunity to see and identify local flora and numerous
species of wildlife….”.

“BIRDS wing spaceward as students explore acreage at the Merritt Island National Wildlife
Refuge.”

“HORSESHOE crab proved a point of interest”
On page 8, “Talk About Spaceport Commuters: Would You Believe West Palm Beach?” This is
really interesting! In part, the article reads “While other KSC employees are inching their way
through long lines of traffic to get to work on time, a group of Lantanans and West Palm
Beachites literally are flying to KSC -in a Cessna 182. William W. Murray, a Facilities Quality
Control Analyst with Pan American at Cape Kennedy, who lives at Lantana, Florida, daily ferries
riders from the Lantana airport in his privately owned five seater. He started his service over a
year ago when he tired of spending the work week in the Cocoa area and only his weekends
with his family. Murray has two passengers, Harry Seamond, a draftsman in the Space
Allocations Division of Chrysler, and Harry Stevens, an employee of the Bendix Corporation
who works at Complex 39. Seamond is co-pilot….
… The flight is more enjoyable than driving a car to work. The airplane has a television set in
the dashboard. "Once we reach our assigned flight level, we sit back and watch television,
Murray said. The flight only takes an hour." Murray lands his Cessna at the Titusville-Cocoa
airport and drives a car from there to work. The drive takes about 20 minutes. His drive to the
Lantana airport is only five minutes. He leaves for work at 5:30 a.m. and gets home at 6 p.m.”
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“WILLIAM Murray with his Cessna 182”

From The April 13, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Board Report Completed; Hearings To Continue”. Part of the article reads
“Congressional hearings into the Apollo 204 Board’s report of the January 27 spacecraft
accident at Launch Complex 34 were scheduled to continue today in Washington. The
hearings opened Monday following release of the 3,000 page report. Center Director Dr.
Kurt H. Debus and Launch Director Rocco A. Petrone appeared before the
Congressional subcommittee Wednesday.
NASA Administrator James E. Webb was the first witness to testify Monday. “We will
take our part of the blame for what we have done or left undone,” Webb said. “But I
believe this committee can have confidence that NASA and its contractors have the
capability to overcome every deficiency required to proceed to successfully fly the
Apollo Saturn system and accomplish its objectives.”…
…With the publication of the final report Sunday, the Board also released all eye
witnesses to the accident. Previously the testimony of these witnesses had been
impounded…”.
The Apollo 204 Review Board Final Report is at this NASA history site. There are 11
Findings and associated Determinations and Recommendations to go along with the
Findings.
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On page 2.

“KSC HAS a new foam-dispensing fire truck that sprays up to 5,000' cubic feet of foam in three
minutes. The foam, which reduces the oxygen content of fires, is especially effective on fuel
fires. The top turrett nozzle can also adjust to a longer and stronger stream up to 150 feet.
Bottom spray is called a ground sweep and lays a bed of foam so truck and personnel can get
in close to fire.”

On page 4, “Lonely Sentinel Tower Gathers Weather Data”. In part, the article reads “A
500-foot-tall tower stands a lonely sentry near Complex 39, gathering near - ground
level weather information for the Saturn program. In operation since December 1965 as
a joint responsibility of KSC and the Marshall Space Flight Center, the meteorological
facility collects and records data on wind, humidity, temperatures and other low
atmospheric conditions that effect the launch and flight of Saturn vehicles. In addition to
providing valuable information for the design and operation of Saturns, the facility also
checks wind loading effects on the VAB, Mobile Launchers, Mobile Service Structure
and structures at Complex 34 and Complex 37.
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I found this YouTube video, circa 2010, of footage going up the subject weather tower
elevator, with commentary from the gentlemen going up the tower to perform an
inspection. About the 3 min 50 sec mark, the narrator mentions a “WWII bomb target”.
There are some neat views/footage from the top of the tower in the video. The bomb
target is about halfway between the weather tower and the VAB, and clearly visible from
the VAB roof. I took the following photo in 2015 from the VAB north low bay, with the
Artemis 1 mobile launcher in the middle of the photo. Circled in red, and what looks like
a pencil, is the weather tower, and circled in green, is the bomb target. The weather
tower is in the neighborhood of 3 miles north of the VAB.

This site has some good information on the WWII bomb targets, including about Banana
River Naval Air Station, which became Patrick Air Force Base.
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From the April 27, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Congressional Subcommittee Holds Public Hearing at KSC”. Part of the
article reads “Seven members of the House NASA Oversight Subcommittee toured
Center facilities Friday morning and held an open hearing on the Apollo 204 accident in
the afternoon. The Congressmen first saw the white room area atop the service
structure at Launch Complex 34.
They were then briefed by Rocco Petrone, Director of Launch Operations, on
Apollo/Saturn V plans and progress at the Launch Control Center, Complex 39 and in
the Vehicle Assembly Building. Following this, the Subcommittee members inspected
the 203 spacecraft in the Pyrotechnic Installation Building and were briefed by astronaut
Frank Borman... …Among those called to testify at the hearing were Petrone, George
Page, 204 test supervisor and Chuck Gay, 204 spacecraft test conductor.,,”.

“OVERSIGHT subcommittee chairman Olin Teague (D-Tex), center, and six other
Congressional members inspected several sites at the Center Friday prior to holding an open
hearing on the Apollo 204 accident. Above, they were briefed on the spacecraft by astronaut
Frank Borman, to Teague’s left. At far left are Rocco Petrone, Director of KSC Launch
Operations and Center Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus.”

Also on page 1, “SURVEYOR A SUCCESS, ESSA ALSO ORBITED”. A part of the
article reads “Following a letter-perfect launch and flight, Surveyor 3 today was
continuing to scoop samples of the lunar surface with a claw-like arm and transmit
photos of its work back to Earth. The spacecraft softlanded on the Moon on the night of
April 19, following launch atop an Atlas-Centaur from Complex 36 on the 17th.
Information it is uncovering will be used in determining the landing site for American
astronauts.
Three days after the Surveyor liftoff, an ESSA meteorological satellite was launched
aboard a Delta from KSC facilities at the Western Test Range in California. It was the
eighth flight this year under the direction of personnel of the Center’s Unmanned
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Launch Operations. Robert H. Gray was Operations and Launch Director for the
Surveyor mission and John Gossett was assistant Operations and Launch Director.
Test controller was R. J. Mazurkiewicz, W. E. Paramore was project representative and
Fred Schoenberg served as spacecraft coordinator…”.

“Atlas – Centaur”

From The February 24, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 4, “Center’s LC 39 Site Activation Board Works Toward Operational
Spaceport”. A portion of the article reads “The time: late summer, 1965. The place:
Firing room 4 of the Launch Control Center at Complex 39. The Occasion: a meeting of
the Site Activation Board to discuss the progress being made in meeting scheduled
operational readiness dates for the nation's Spaceport.
The verdict: unless existing plans were modified, the launch complex would not be
ready when scheduled. A computer analysis of all available data predicted a six months
slippage. "This was our first attempt to integrate all individual plans of all stage and
support contractors and NASA internal organizations here through the PERT system
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Program Evaluation Review Technique," recalls Lt. Col. D. R. Scheller, Chief of the Site
Activation office, and chairman of the Site Activation Board. "By using these computer
analyses, updated every two weeks, we were able to put the proper management
attention to those areas spotlighted as problems, eliminate that 26 weeks of potential
slippage, achieve an on-schedule posture, and maintain it through to the present."…
The Navy used the system very effectively in the Polaris Program. The Air Force utilized
PERT in many of their ballistic missile programs… …"We've been quite pleased with
the PERT system as we've used it here at Launch Complex 39," says Col. Scheller…
…The status display boards are about 80 feet long and 35 feet high - about the size of a
drive - in movie theater screen… Special magnetic indicators are used to display bar
chart schedules, site activation milestones, and the master PERT network. Through
color coding and numbering the current status of work schedules and equipment
deliveries is indicated. This display dominates the room where the Site Activation Board
meets regularly to discuss the information shown…”.

“DWARFED by immense site activation status boards in firing Room 4 of the Launch Control
Center, Lt. Col. Don Scheller, Lt. Col. Richard Hall and William Trammell go over latest
schedule reports.”
When I started working at KSC in July 1981, FR4 was known as room 3R22, where the Shuttle
Daily Integrated Scheduling meeting was held, as well as other meetings, like the Launch
Countdown Pretest Briefing. Shuttle schedules were displayed on the walls in 3R22 in 1981,
using magnetic indicators, as mentioned above. FR4 was not used as a Firing Room for the
Apollo Program , but did become an operational Firing Room, starting with STS-121 and
through the end of the Shuttle Program, with STS-135. FR4 was used as the launch control
room for the recent Demo-2 mission. The use of 3R22 as a meeting room moved to 1R29 and
then to 4P10 in the LCC, toward the end of of the Shuttle Program, where the current
comparable meeting room is located.
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From The May 25, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 4, “Security Patrol Makes Center Roads Safe”. A portion of the article reads
“Prime objective of the KSC Security Patrol's traffic division is to "make the roads safe
to travel and to make people aware of the hazards of careless driving," says Lt. Carl
Newland, supervisor in charge. In addition to Newland, there are two sergeants and 33
patrolmen assigned to the division, responsible for enforcing NASA traffic regulations
within the Spaceport… … The traffic division is divided into three functional sections:
motor patrols, communications, and traffic accident investigation.

“AT THE scene of an accident, patrolman Charles Salyer radios the situation to headquarters. If
it is determined help is needed, it will be dispatched immediately.”

On page 5.
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From The June 8, 1967, Spaceport News
In this issue, on the first page, “Launch Team Readying Mariner Venus-67”. In part, the
article reads “KSC and contractor launch team personnel putting the final checkout
touches this week to an Atlas-Agena vehicle that has an awesome job to perform next
Wednesday – to propel a Mariner spacecraft toward the Earth’s sister planet Venus…
…The 540-pound Mariner’s trajectory will take the spacecraft to within some 2,000
miles of Venus in late October – about ten times closer to the planet than Mariner II in
December 1962…
…Robert H. Gray is KSC Launch Director for the mission, and Harold Sweigbaum and
Bob Searle are assistant launch directors. Test controller is Frank Drury and assistant
controller is Bruce Larsen. Jim Weir is spacecraft coordinator…
…An opportunity to launch to Venue comes only once every 19 months. Mariner Venus
67 will be redesignated Mariner V upon successful launch.”

“WHILE spacecraft technicians prepare the Mariner Venus 67, launch team personnel are
readying the Atlas-Agena rocket that will start it toward the Earth’s sister planet next week.
Launch will be from Complex 12.”

On page 5, “KSC Forms Stored In Converted Blockhouse”. In part, the article reads
“The blockhouse at Complex 15 was reborn in March when it became the KSC "forms
house," storage and issue area for about 30 million forms and regulations… …The
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entire first floor of the blockhouse, most of the second floor and the "ready room" are
filled with stock of approximately 3,200 separate forms and over 1,600 regulations…
… Before moving to Complex 15, last used by the Air Force for a Titan II launch in April
1964, the forms operation was housed in five old bungalows located in the North Gape
area near the Titan III Complex…
… "every time a Titan III was scheduled, the place had to be vacated for a while, and a
launch hold meant no orders could be filled for days. "Also, the blast from the rockets
caused cracks in the walls to get bigger and biggel', giving the rain an even better
chance to sog up our material…”.

“EMPLOYEES at blockhouse 15 have found modified quarters well suited as a forms storage
house.”

In the above, the “ready room” is a building next to the blockhouse.

On page 6.
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From The June 22, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Miles Ross To Direct Operations”. Part of the article reads “Miles Ross has
been named Deputy KSC Director, Center Operations”… …Ross is the first incumbent
in the position. He expects to join the Center later this summer when he relinquishes his
duties as Manager, Florida Operations of TRW Systems… …Ross will oversee plans
and progress related to engineering matters and the conduct of the Center’s technical
operations…”.

Also on page 1, “SATURN V' REMATED IN HIGH BAY”. In part, the article reads
“Cabling of the spacecraft and electrical mating work on the launch vehicle for the first
flight version of the Apollo/Saturn V is underway in the Vehicle Assembly Building’s
High Bay 1. Restacking of the 364-foot tall vehicle’s stages was successfully completed
earlier this week. The rocket had previously been demated to check for possible
“hairline” weld cracks in the S-II stage. No major problems were found, however, and
the launch schedule was only delayed a few days, according to test supervisor Chuck
Henschel…”

“S-II Second Stage

S-IVB Third Stage

Apollo Spacecraft”
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On page 3, “Mariner V On Target After Perfect Launch”. A portion of the article reads
“Mariner V is saiIing through space today enroute to a rendezvous with the planet
Venus October 19, following a near-perfect launch from Complex 12 last week…. … If
all goes well, Mariner V will pass within 2,000 miles of the surface of Venus in about
four months, following a looping, 212 million mile flight.”

From Wikipedia “…Mariner 5 flew by Venus on October 19… …at an altitude of 3,990
kilometers (2,480 mi)… … Radio occultation data from Mariner 5 helped to understand the
temperature and pressure data returned by the Venera 4 lander, which arrived at Venus shortly
before it. After these missions, it was clear that Venus had a very hot surface and an
atmosphere even denser than expected. The operations of Mariner 5 ended in November

1967 and it is now defunct in a heliocentric orbit…”.

From the July 6, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 4, “Launch Control Center's Firing Rooms- - - -Where The Saturn V
Countdown Action Is”. In part, the article reads “When the final countdown on,
Apollo/Saturn V vehicle 501 begins this Fall, between 400 and 500 engineers,
managers, technicians and specialists will directly participate in Firing Room One at
Complex 39's Launch Control Center…
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… Unlike the circular, concrete and steel blockhouses that dot Cape Kennedy, Firing
Room One is a long rectangular area… …"Actually, there aren't too many differences in
our operations here and in the blockhouses at the Cape," says Jim Harrington, who will
be test supervisor for the second Saturn V launch… … "This is just a lot bigger room,
we have another stage to check out, and there will be more people…
…High over the fifth row of consoles are four large visual displays… … Test
supervisors, test conductors, and systems engineers can see many kinds of data
displayed. This data can come from the launch vehicle and ground support equipment
during pre-launch tests and launch. Trajectory and vehicle data can be displayed in the
post-launch period. The data can be displayed in alpha numeric listings graphs, realtime
plots, and many other forms. It is also possible to flash closed circuit television scenes
from any of the dozens of TV cameras throughout Complex 39.
To the left of these screens is a large Functional Event Display, tied in through electrical
networks. This lists 47 key countdown milestones and major post-liftoff events. When
such items as "ID ready" and "first stage fuel tank pressurized", are passed in the count,
a green light will, flash in the appropriate place on this board. There is a similar board
and system on the right side of the firing room for additional milestones and events…
… One of the most interesting consoles is on the first row of the main floor. It will be
manned by a Boeing employee. Boeing is contractor for the S-IC booster stage of the
Saturn V. On this console is a red firing command switch. At T-3 three minutes, 10
seconds in the countdown, he will activate this switch, placing the remainder of the
count on automatic sequence. Once this command is issued, the count can still be
stopped by either automatic or, if necessary, manual cutoff. This console also contains
the manual cutoff switch…”.

“BOTH Firing Rooms 1 and 2 are now operational, and tests are being run in each. Above,
launch team -personnel man consoles during a recent operation. As many as 400 to 500 people
may man this room during the first Apollo/Saturn V flight, scheduled this fall.”
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The following photo, from this site, shows one of the two Functional Event Displays
mentioned above, on the left and three closed circuit television screens on the right.

“Feb. 13, 1969 - View of Firing Room 2 in the Launch Control Center during an Apollo 9
Countdown Demonstration Test.”

On page 8, “Chorus To Appear”. The article reads “The Kennedy Space Center Chorus
will appear on the Morning Show, Friday, July 7. The Morning Show is televised on
Channel 9, 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. The chorus is also rehearsing for a Fall show
scheduled for early October. New members are still being accepted for the chorus
which rehearses each Monday from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m. in the Training Auditorium.”

From The July 20, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 4, “NASA Tour 1 Year Old July 22”. In part, the article reads “Saturday will
mark the first anniversary of the Kennedy Space Center's escorted bus tours. Since
opening day, July 22, 1966, public response has been overwhelmingly enthusiastic.
Despite low-key advertising and publicity, more than 440,000 people from all
50statesandmore than 60 countries have taken the Spaceport tour… … The two and a
half hour drive, in modern, air-conditioned buses, includes stops at the Apollo Flight
Crew Training Building and in the Vehicle Assembly Building on Merritt Island, and at
the Mission Control Center and the Air Force Museum at Launch Complex 26 at the
Cape…
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…As early as 1963, Center Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus foresaw the potential benefits of
allowing visitors to view this nation's only operational Spaceport, then in its early
construction stage… … KSC gained valuable experience on the public's interest in
space through the drive through tours that were begun in 1965 -- on weekends and
holidays. When more than 33,000 people drove through the Center over the Christmas
1965 holiday weekend, it was decided to begin the escorted bus tours as soon as
possible, to relieve the weekend pressure… … Fifteen reconditioned Greyhound buses
were leased, and an interim exhibit facility was built at Gate 3. More than 1,500 visitors
took the tour on the first day of operation, July 22, 1966… … To service crowds of 4,000
and more a day, more buses have been added, and newer ones replaced older
vehicles. The fleet now totals 40…”.

“A FLEET of 40 air conditioned buses are now available to take visitors through the Spaceport.
Up to the minute commentary on KSC activities is given by TWA tour guides during the drivethroughs.”

On page 6, “Hydrogen Tanks World's Largest”. A portion of the article reads “The
largest known storage vessels in the world for liquid hydrogen are located at the launch
pads of Complex 39. Pads A and B have a liquid hydrogen storage facility for fueling the
upper two stages of Saturn V launch vehicles. Each facility holds 850,000 gallons of one
of the coldest substances known to science…
… The two storage tanks for liquid hydrogen at Complex 39 are steel spheres 70 feet in
diameter, containing inner stainless steel tanks nine feet less in diameter. Internal
braces hold the two spheres apart. The four and one half foot space between the inner
and outer tanks is filled with perlite, and an extremely low vacuum is maintained for
insulation. A fleet of specially designed truck trailers, each capable of carrying 13,000
gallons of liquid hydrogen, transport the cryogenic fuel to the Spaceport from a
commercial plant in East New Orleans, La…”.
A new 1.4 million gallon liquid hydrogen storage tank is being added at LC39B, for the
Space Launch System.
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On page 8.

Part of the article reads “Notice any difference in this issue of Spaceport News? We
have a new printer and the paper is now being published in a different manner. The
printer is Brevard Graphics of Palm Bay, and the process is called offset. For the past
four and a half years, since the paper's inception in December 1962, it has been
published by Kirstein Printers in Orlando by a system called letterpress. Under the new
setup we hope to bring you many improvements. For instance, by printing offset we
have a much greater variety of headline and body type styles, and will have a little more
freedom with our layout of articles and photos. The pictures, too, should reproduce a
little better…”.

From The August 3, 1967, Spaceport News
The headline is “VIC Opens To Pleased Throngs”. In part, this article reads “KSC’s
Visitor Information Center officially opened at formal ceremonies Tuesday, has been
warmly received by the public…. …the doors opened to tourists at 8:30 a.m. Tuesday,
following remarks by Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus, Deputy Director Albert H. Siepert and
former New York Congressman and member of the House Subcommittee on Manned
Space Flight, Walter Riehlman…”.

“FORMER New York Congressman Walter Riehlman, left, and KSC Director Dr. Kurt H. Debus
spoke at opening ceremonies for the Visitor Information Center Tuesday morning.”
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The following is a photo of the Visitor Information Center (now known as the Kennedy Space
Center Visitor Complex), circa 1969, from this site, mentioned in the 1966 Spaceport News
Summary. The site has some great information about the history of the Visitor Complex.

This view, is looking northwest, with NASA Causeway, running roughly through the middle of
the photo, from left to right.

On page 5, “Chorus Unveils Program Plans”. Part of the article states “The Kennedy
Space Center Chorus has unveiled plans for its fall program, with scheduled
appearances planned at Eau Gallie, Cocoa Beach and Titusville. The fall concert
program will also be televised by Channel 9 in Orlando… … Additionally, the KSC
Chorus is anticipating a combined Christmas program with the Brevard Symphony.

“KENNEDY Space Center Chorus, with members of the Patrick Air Force Base's 536th band.”
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From The August 17, 1967, Spaceport News
On the first page, “Rollout Nears For Apollo 4”. A portion of the article reads “Apollo 4
launch and support crews at Complex 39 are finishing up test and checkout work in the
Launch Control Center and the Vehicle Assembly Building, preparing for the rollout of
the Apollo/Saturn V and its mobile launcher. Last major milestone in the checkout
preparations of Apollo 4 leading to the rollout is the simulated flight, set for this week…
…Following the simulated flight run, Apollo 4 is armed with various ordnance items in
the VAB, including launch vehicle retro and ullage rockets and erection of the launch
escape tower. Ordnance is also installed on the Apollo spacecraft. Earlier, the plugs out
test was completed. This included a simulation of the minus count down to zero, where
umbilicals were physically disconnected at the imagery moment of liftoff. The count was
carried through the powered phase of flight in plus time… …Between the plugs out test
and the simulated flight there was a swing arms test, in which the operational
performance of the eight arms was evaluated under simulated launch conditions…”.

On page 8, “Crawlerway Smoothed By Farming Machine’. Part of the article reads
“There's no corn growing in the river rock-surfaced crawlerway at Launch Complex 39,
but the same type of equipment used to cultivate corn is saving time and money and
doing a better job of keeping the surface level than the heavy road scrapers formerly
used. The award-winning suggestion to use a farm-type tractor and spring-tooth harrow
came from a former north Florida farm boy, Harrell Cunningham. He is chief of KSC's
Roads and Grounds unit. Looking for" a better way to level the rock surface, he recalled
the stirring, sifting and smoothing results achieved with springtooth harrows in
cultivating a corn field. The idea was tried out and produced superior results at less cost
to the government.”

“TRACTOR driver smooths crawlerway with springtooth harrow, a device commonly used by
farmers to cultivate corn. It has proven the most effective way to level the river rock surface of
the crawlerway at Launch Complex 39.”
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From The August 31, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Rollout Moves Apollo 4 To Pad A”. A part of the article reads “Another
major milestone enroute to the moon was achieved at the Kennedy Space Center
Saturday with the successful rollout of the Apollo 4 space vehicle from the VAB to Pad
A. First motion occurred at 6:10 a.m. and the 18,000 foot trip was completed without
any major problems… …Apollo 4 is scheduled to be on the pad for some seven weeks
during final checkout and tests preceding its launch.

“EARLY morning rollout of the Apollo 4 Saturday was an impressive sight from any angle. The
photograph, taken from a helicopter, looks northwestward to the Vehicle Assembly Building and
the Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle, mobile launcher and transporter on the crawlerway. In the
left foreground is the barge turn basin…”.

“ONE of the most scenic shots of the rollout was taken across the mirror-smooth waters of the
turn basin near the Vehicle Assembly Building.”
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On page 5, “KSC PATROL COVERS WATER, TOO”. In part, the article reads “Twenty
KSC Patrol personnel, including five supervisors, recently completed a 40-hour course
in boat patrolling and water rescue techniques, which qualified them to "double in brass"
for Spaceport maritime security matters. Taught under the direction of patrolman
Sherman Tucker, who holds a Master's Mariner License, graduates of the course
provided the nucleus for KSC's new water patrol. Water police and security duties range
from escorting barges carrying Saturn stages through the Banana River, to aiding
boaters in distress along river routes adjacent to the Spaceport… … The only boat at
this time is a 14-foot-long 'Boston Whaler, which is trucked between the Banana and
Indian Rivers when pressed into service. Additional boats have been programmed in the
future as new requirements are placed upon this highly specialized function…”.

“WACKENHUT Patrolman Larry Jarrell prepares to launch patrol boat under Banana Bridge at
NASA Causeway.”

From The September 14, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 7, “Artist Wants Rockets”. The article reads “Should NASA wish to follow up
its cooperative artist program in years to come, they have a fine prospective candidate
from Willoughby, Ohio. He is Steve Connell, a 10-yearold. Steve wrote KSC recently
asking for illustrations of NASA launch complexes here. "I am an artist on rocket
pictures," he said in his neatly penciled letter. "I made so many rockets that I can't find
any more to draw." He enclosed samples of his handiwork… …which accompany this
article. There are a few minor errors of detail, such as wheels on the transporter instead
of tracks, but all in all, the aspiring artist appears to be a budding Norman Rockwell of
rocketry.”
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“YOUNG artist Steve Connell's interpretation of an Uprated Saturn I launch is above… …
APOLLO/SATURN V launch vehicle and Mobile Launcher atop Transporter is depicted
above…”

From The September 28, 1967, Spaceport News
From page 1, “Apollo 4 CDD Test Underway”. A portion of the article reads “Kennedy
Space Center launch crews were to begin this week the Countdown Demonstration Test
(CDDT) for Apollo 4 - - one of the final major steps leading to launch. Everything that
will be done leading to actual launch of Apollo 4 is performed during the 83-hour CDDT,
except the hypergolic fuel loading of the Apollo spacecraft and third stage auxiliary
propulsion system. Inert ordnance initiators will be used during the test.
Following completion of the test, all systems will be evaluated and a launch date will be
announced. Last major milestone between the CDDT and the launch will be a Flight
Readiness Test…”.
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On page 4, “36 Round Trips to the Moon' Run by GSA's Vehicles in 67”. In part, the
article reads “Cars, trucks and buses assigned to the GSA Interagency Motor Pool at
KSC traveled a total distance equal to more than 36 round trips to the moon during the
past fiscal year. General Services Administration is presently operating 1,828 over-theroad vehicles from its base in the KSC Industrial Area.
Various government agencies located between Daytona Beach and South Melbourne
and from central Orlando east to the Atlantic Ocean use 128 of these vehicles. The
remaining 1,700 are in use at the Space Center. Permanent assignments to various
NASA and contractor offices account for 1,482 vehicles. This leaves 284 vehicles
available for dispatch to transient personnel or special requirements, including the
operation of sub-pools at the Melbourne and McCoy airports… … Operation and
maintenance of this fleet requires 147 GSA employees-dispatchers, bus drivers,
chauffeurs, service men, mechanics and administrators.”

“DISPATCHERS Ernie Cave, left, and Milton Horn, Jr. handle driver assignments in the General
Service Administration base at KSC. The office operates 1,828 vehicles.”

“GAS pumps next to GSA dispatchers office fuel vehicle while attendants check on oil and water
in the front end. Attendants also run mileage checks and order vehicles in for detailed tune-ups
or repairs when needed.”
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On page 5, “Chorus Lists Fall Series Of Concerts”. A portion of the article reads “The
1967 Fall Series of concerts to be presented by the KSC Chorus, under the direction of
Arthur C. Benington, will include four major performances in Brevard County with the
first production scheduled Tuesday, Oct. 3, at Titusville High School… … Appearances
are also set for Oct. 5 at the Melbourne Civic Auditorium, Oct. 11 at the Sheraton Cape
Colony, and a guest performance Oct. 24 at Satellite High School…”.

“CHANGE placards, like those used in vaudeville, will be featured this Fall by the KSC Chorus.
Among the TWA volunteers who will handle the placards are, from left, Portia Taylor, Janice
Hughes, Karan Elkins, Linda Swinson and Delinda Michael.”

From The October 12, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 2, “Chorus Performs At Local Fair”. Part of the article reads “KSC employee
participation in the Cocoa Beach October Fair was climaxed last night with an evening
of song presented by the Kennedy Space Center chorus. More than 60 members of the
chorus, all Spaceport personnel, presented a two-part program, including a montagestory of American holidays in song, and a variety of tunes from musical comedy…”.

From The October 26, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Apollo 4 FR Test Leads To Launch”. A portion of the article reads “Apollo
4 launch crews, at press-time, were continuing work on the two-day Flight Readiness
Test (FRT) – one of the last major steps leading toward the maiden launch of an
Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle… …The Flight Readiness Test goes from minus time
through simulated powered flight and a compressed simulation of the Apollo 4 mission,
which will run nearly nine hours after liftoff… …The two-day Flight Readiness Review,
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was held here last week. Launch officials gave status reports on all phases of Apollo 4,
including stages, engines, spacecraft, ground support equipment, tracking and range
support, to Apollo Program Manager, Major General Sam Phillips… …Hypergolics will
be loaded into the spacecraft and RP-1 fuel into the launch vehicle as part of the precountdown operations.”

On page 5, “Apollo 4 Set For All Up Test”. Part of the article states “Launch of
America's first "moon rocket" will initiate the most complete flight test undertaken in the
space program. Like the first flight in any rocket program, this will be a test aimed at
gathering "performance" information about the space vehicle, launch facilities and
launch team. During the Apollo 4 mission, the complete space vehicle-three stages of
the Saturn V rocket plus the Apollo spacecraft-will be tested. For the first time the
booster and second stages are to be flight tested and the third stage, which is the same
as the second stage of the uprated Saturn I, will be tested for engine re-start in orbit.
More new rocket stages and systems are being flown together as a completely
integrated system than ever before in NASA’s programs…
… This approach to testing, called "all-up" systems, speeds program development by
providing vast amounts of information from each flight test. If the system-by-system
concept, used in earlier programs such as Saturn I, were used for Saturn V, many costly
flights would be required to obtain the same information that will be gathered from one
Saturn V flight… … The U.S. Air Force has successfully followed this type of testing for
their Minuteman missile program at Cape Kennedy.”

“FIRING room one in the Launch Control Center was the site of activity during the recent
Countdown Demonstration Test for Apollo 4, and it will soon gear lJP, again for the actual
countdown. On the top row of consoles are Rocco Petrone, (with glasses, facing camera),
Director of Launch Operations; Dr. Kurt H. Debus, KSC Director; and John Williams, Director of
Spacecraft Operations.”
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On page 6.

The NASA Aerospace Safety Advisory Panel (ASAP) continues to this day; reference
this site, which says the Panel was established in 1968.

On page 7, “Chorus Concerts Planned In Fall”. In part, the article reads “The KSC
Chorus has set a goal of 65 members for the 1967Christmas Program that follows the
regular fall series of concerts. Rehearsals for the Christmas Program begin October 30
in the KSC training auditorium. According to George Robb, chorus chairmen, rehearsals
will be held on Mondays only from 4:30 to 6 p.m… … The entire chorus traveled to
Orlando October 20 for a video taping of a special performance of "Holiday Montage" to
be shown on Channel 9. The date will be announced later.”

“JO BENNETT, secretary for KSC Chorus publicity chairman Dutch Wulbrandt, displays "Magic
65" banner indicating Christmas Program goal of 65 members set by chorus membership drive
committee.”
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From the November 9, 1967, Spaceport News
The headline is “Apollo 4 Readied”. In part, the article reads “Launch crews were
preparing to launch America’s first Saturn V launch vehicle and its Apollo spacecraft as
this edition went to press… …The Apollo 4 mission includes several significant
milestones in the United Stated program to land men on the Moon and return them
safety to Earth. …It will mark the first launch from the Kennedy Space Center Launch
Complex 39. …The first flight of the integrated Apollo/Saturn space vehicle. …First flight
of the first (S-IC) and second (S-II) stages of the Saturn V launch vehicle. …First engine
restart in orbit of the upper (S-IVB) stage of the Saturn vehicle. … First test of an Apollo
command module at lunar return velocity-almost 25,000 mph...”.

On page 5, “Atlas Pad 12 Era Is Ended”. A portion of the article states “There was a
touch of nostalgia to the ATS-III launch Sunday. The Atlas-Agena that boosted the
satellite into orbit was the last bird to fly from Complex 12. The pad was inaugurated in
January 1958 with the launch of an Air Force Atlas Research and Development Atlas
vehicle. ATS made it 38 flights at the Complex in just under 10 years… … The pad has
logged many historic moments. The first Ranger spacecraft went from 12, for instance.
In all, nine Rangers were flown from the complex… … Four Mariner interplanetary
missions were launched at Pad 12. These included the highly successful flybys of the
planets Venus, in 1962 and 1967, and of Mars, in 1965… … The pad is to be
deactivated as NASA phases out use of the Atlas-Agena vehicle as a space booster…”.

From The November 23, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 4.
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On page 5.

“FOUR of the astronauts who attended a party in honor of 43 Manned Flight Awareness
honorees are shown with the honor list of KSC and contractor personnel who made outstanding
contributions to the Apollo program. From left are Cmdr. Eugene Cernan, Donald (Deke)
Slayton, Cmdr. John A. Young, and Lt. Col. Thomas Stafford. These four and astronauts
Richard A. Gordon and Lt. Col. James A. McDivitt personally met the people who had
demonstrated their concern for the well-being of the Apollo flight crews. The affair, at the Cape
Kennedy Hilton Hotel, was held the evening before the launch of Apollo 4.”

Not related to the photo, Apollo 4 launched on November 9, 1967, at approximately 7 a.m. ET.
Wikipedia has a good writeup about Apollo 4. And if you have not seen, this YouTube video s a
classic in my opinion, of Apollo 4, with Jack King announcing early on and Walter Cronkite kicks
in at about the 1 min 48 sec mark. Walter’s comments are really neat, including “…look at that
rocket go…”. Walter was a big proponent of the U.S. Space Program.

On page 8, “Lassie TV Scenes Are Shot Here”. The article reads “KSC and the Cape
Kennedy area will be the setting for three upcoming "Lassie" TV sequences. A film
companyand the collie were on location here to shoot scenes for the sequences.
Lassie's co-star, Robert Bray, who plays the role offorest ranger Corey Stuart; and actor
Peter Haskell, were featured in the scenes shot here. Haskell plays the part of an
astronaut, who was a forest ranger and smok jumper with Stuart. One of the plots
centers around a dog who belonged to a former watchman on the Cape. After the death
of the watchman, the dog ran away and became wild in the Cape scrub. The animal
gets trapped in a swamp and Lassie and the two men combine to rescue it before it
starves. The TV crews spent about a week here shooting footage.”
One Lassis show filimed is titled “Countdown”, Season 14, Episode 23, and aired on
February 18, 1968. The episode can be viewed at this site, and includes footage
around the Space Center.
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From The December 7, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 1, “Award Ceremonies To Be Held Tomorrow”. Part of the article reads “The
KSC Annual Awards Ceremony will be held tomorrow morning, December 8, in the
Training Auditorium. Center officials will recognize KSC personnel who have been
honored in the NASA/KSC Incentive Awards Program… …The KSC Chorus will sing
and there will be a flag raising as part of the ceremony.”

Also on page 1.

“KSC’s Christmas tree – a southern Magnolia – is prepared for removal to the Visitors
Information Center where it will be decorated as the official Center tree for the Yule season.
TWA employees Michael Burke, in the branches, and George Zaffis trim the tree which grew on
KSC’s Robert Road off the Kennedy Parkway.”
On page 6, “Motorists to Get Towing Service”. The article reads “The recently-opened gas
station that is serving KSC employees has obtained a wrecker to provide towing service for
motorists. The wrecker can go anywhere on the Spaceport or Cape Kennedy where its services
are needed and it can accommodate Sunday drive-through tourists as well as KSC personnel.
The service station, in addition to selling all Standard Oil Products, is manned by a mechanic
who can make minor repairs. The station is open from 6:30 a.m. till 7:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 7 a.m.”
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On page 6, “502 Test Supervisor Cites Team Effort”. In part, the article reads “Ten years and
several dozen Atlas launch vehicles later, Jim Harrington still is very much a part of the "space
business." As Saturn 502 launch vehicle test supervisor for the upcoming Apollo 6 mission,
Harrington is responsible for integrating the diversified efforts of hundreds of NASA and
contractor launch vehicle and spacecraft personnel. Representing the Launch Operations
Manager, he must see to those seemingly countless details that crop up during Saturn V
assembly and checkout… The 32-year-old electrical engineer has seen what he termed
tremendous innovations in launch vehicle assembly and flight preparation during the past 10
years, principally the advent of the mobile launch concept and automated checkout…
... The University of Miami graduate's home base of Spaceport operations is a neat,
strategicallylocated fourth-floor office overlooking Firing Rooms 1 and 2, a place which affords
him quick access to High Bay 3 and his "36-story-tall baby."… …While his office provided one of
the best views for the 501 launch, he will man a console within the firing room during the 502
countdown and liftoff. Harrington's job will not end at liftoff, for even as the Saturn V's last
billowing contrails fade, he and his staff will be assessing pad and ground support equipment
damage and any discrepancies noted in his"quick look" report, about 8 hours after launch…
…his red-haired wife, Jean, was a secretary at the complex following her relocation from
Atlanta. … The Harringtons, who live in 'Satellite Beach, eagerly are looking forward to weekend
camping trips throughout Florida as soon as Jim's pride and joysuccessfully breaks its own
camp and lifts off from Pad A.”

From The December 21, 1967, Spaceport News
On page 3, "Outstanding Performances Tributed By Center Officials in Ceremony”. Part
of the article reads The KSC Chorus which opened the 1967 Honor Awards Ceremony
on December 8 offered as one of its songs "No Man is an Island." A few moments later
Dr. Kurt H. Debus, Center Director, used it as the keynote theme for his remarks. "This
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song has a very great truth as it relates to our activity here," he said. "We will always be
reminded and aware that no man stands alone here. We are all striving for the team."
Dr. Debus said there are always outstanding individual performances in any
concenteated effort and added that often "these grow out of the fertilized soil of team
effort."…
… The ceremony was opened with a presentation of colors by a KSC Security detail
and songs by the KSC Chorus under direction of Arthur Bennington. Dr. Debus presided
over the recognition of major award winners…”.

Also on page 3.

“DAZZLING in its brilliance, the KSC Christmas tree-a southern magnolia-graces the Visitors
Information Center, a yuletidegreeting to the thousands of visitors to the Spaceport during the
holiday season.”
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Add-on To The Spaceport News Summary
The following started several weeks ago as Pete Chitko, Armando Oliu and I were
asking ourselves when the Mobile Service Structure was moved to the parksite (launch)
position. There are several Apollo schedules/bar charts in the Appendices of the book
Moonport, available at this NASA history site. After looking several times recently, I
finally found what I was looking for in Appendix E, the Apollo 14 Countdown. The MSS
was moved to the launch position at approximately T- 11 hours, or some 16 hours
before launch.
While looking at the Apollo 14 Countdown, I noticed the following sign-off for the
schedule, begging another question, who might the individuals be and what do the
acronyms stand for. And so, with assistance from Bob Sieck, Jim Harrington, and Tip
Talone, the answers are below. Thanks a bunch gentlemen!!!!!

The answers are as follows:
LO – Launch Operations
LV – Launch Vehicle
LS – Spacecraft
TS – Tech Support

Signatory – Chuck Henschel
Signatory – Randy Youmans
Signatory – John Heard
Signatory – Joe Barfus
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